Antico Elements' Touch Up Kit

What you will need besides the touch up kit:
- A file or rasp
- Sand Paper ( optional )
- Caulk

Preparation:
Our touch up kit is used mostly to finish an outside
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corner created by two mitered stone panels.
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Use a table saw or jig saw with a straight edge to
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miter the end of the panels at 45 degrees
(assuming you are installing the panels on a 90degree outside corner. Otherwise adjust the angles
accordingly)
When installing our stone panels, make sure the panels that create the corners are installed
close to each other as tightly as possible reducing the gaps between them.
If needed apply some construction adhesive in the corner area where the two mitered parts
make contact. Secure with some screws if needed
Using a file or a rasp, remove the excess material at the very corner so that each individual stone
from one side looks rounded and blends with the ones on the adjoining side. Use sand paper if needed.
Remove any dust from the areas you have filed or sanded.
Apply caulk over the exposed foam and possible gaps, as needed.
Lightly dab the caulked area with a brush or rag to create a rough look.
Let the caulk dry.
Applying Colors:
Shake bottles well before applying colors.
Using the provided cap-with-brush, apply the "Base" color from the touch up kit over the caulked
or sanded parts. Remember, this coat is a solvent base paint and can be cleaned with paint thinner.
Avoid breathing the fumes. Let dry.
Apply the other colors ( 1 through 4 ) as needed matching the existing colors on the panels.
Wipe off the excess paint to blend with the existing colors. Let dry.
Keep in mind that these colors are water based. They will take longer than the base coat to dry
and they can be cleaned with water and soap.
Apply the wash and wipe off the excess paint.
Let dry.
Now you have an even more seamless look and your Antico Stone Panels will look even more natural.

Enjoy!
Don't hesitate to contact us if you have any question!

